I. Introduction
This paper describes a system to develop and validate flight software and hardware interactions for rocket systems. This system may be used for any computer software/hardware interaction which requires simulation and off-line validation prior to the desired use or event.
The application for this system is to provide an environment in which flight software, including inertial navigation, attitude control (spinning and 3-axis stabilized), guidance and flight sequencing, is exercised in real-time and as close to actual flight conditions as possible. Typically, for a given flight no less than forty perturbations to the simulated trajectory and systems performance are run against the flight softwarefhardware to prove its validity and correct response to predicted perturbations.
The system, designed to fulfill these requirements, incorporates an i860 DSP board on the AT bus of a 486 PC. Custom hardware was designed to interface between the i860 and the flight computer and its flight Input/Output (I/O) boards.
Advantages of this system are the relatively low cost and transportability, since most rocket launches and hardware checkouts occur at remote site locations.
The remainder of this paper describes the hardware and software in the flight system and the simulation system. It also explains the results of the test and, consequently, the success of the simulation and validation computer hardware and software.
II. Rocket System Hardware
The rocket system utilized on this flight was a two stage spin stabilized sounding rocket with attitude control and autonomous linearized guidance for dispersion reduction and flight sequence control. The IMU/Attitude Control System and flight sequencer is contained within the DMARS unit. This system provides state information of the vehicle for proper orientation, flight sequencing, and payload release conditions. The fireset supplies initiation signals to all ordnance items at the appropriate times and conditions. Some fireset functions are supplied on a fixed time basis and others are performed by request of the flight computer based on the correct states. The telemetry system combines analog measurements and digital data streams from the flight computer and other on board hardware and sends the data down on a radio frequency (RF) link to the range ground station for real-time display and post flight processing.
The IMU is contained in the DMARS, Telemetry information is provided from the SANDAC computer via the external parallel port to a custom programmable Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM) encoder. This encoder serializes the contents of a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) at the desired bit rate and then supplies an interrupt at the desired point for the computer to refill the FIFO. The serialized data is both sent out a serial link and also modulated on The flight code is written in the "C" language, with assembly language used to incorporate interrupt service routines and operating system calls. The VRTX Real-Time Operating System is utilized for discrete real-time software control. The code is compiled on a PC using the 
V. Simulation System Software
The simulation software resides on the PC and is downloaded to the i860 at run time. The simulation code was written in FORTRAN 77 and incorporates models and algorithms which have been proven on many past programs. The interface from the FORTRAN simulation code to the Alacron i860 and the custom daughter card was written in the "C" language to provide for use of Macron included real-time software calls, addressing of the dual port memory, and interrupt service routines.
The simulation code is broken down into a number of modules. These consist of; six degree of freedom rigid body dynamic equations of motion, aerodynamic inputs to the equations, missile sequencing for aerodynamic tables and mass property variations, sensor dynamic models, I/O and interrupt driven interface for real-time communication with the embedded flight computer and its interface hardware.
The dynamic equations of motion represent the rigid body dynamics of the vehicle with forcing functions of table lookup aerodynamics, atmospheric models, rocket motor thrust models, attitude control system thrust models, rotating earth or inertial and rail launch models. The aerodynamic models are based on wind tunnel testing and previous flight Typically, a pass through the series of validation runs will provide a case in which the software does not handle as expected or desired. In this case, the software is modified and re-tested to confirm proper operation. Also, some set of basic runs must be revalidated in order to confirm the change has not effected the flight software adversely with respect to other modules and effects.
VII. Results of Flight Test
The premier flight of the DMARS, which utilized this validation system for the first time, was highly successful. The flight had an anomaly during first stage and second stage separation, prior to second stage ignition, which considerably depressed the trajectory from the nominal design parameters.
Due to the fault tolerant design of the flight software, and the use of the simulator for exercising the flight software in many off nominal cases, the orientation was modified in real-time and the payload release was replanned for optimum data gathering. The primary outcome of the test was nominal due to the design for anomalies and the Strypi sounding rocket launches conducted in June of 1995.
VIEL Conclusions
In general, this system provided a method to exercise hardware and software which usually may not be exercised in a flight like condition without actually launching the vehicle and expending the considerable resources required for the one-time only launch. With this simulation system the missile can be "launched" many times with many possible off nominal conditions The outcome can be analyzed for possible software modification requirements or for assurance that the software reacts correctly to the known conditions. Also, the simulations run with this system are the highest fidelity which may be run without actually launching the vehicle. This is due to utilization of actual hardware and software exercised in a realtime environment with representative simulation models.
The most important aspect of this system is that it could be modified to work on any application which incorporates some type of sensors and logic.
The main reason for using this simulator is to exercise a system which needs to be validated for fault tolerant response and might not be able to be tested in a realistic manner prior to its usage.
